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Abstract

All safety-critical or high-reliability applications are looking for solutions and methodologies to
address fault robustness. While there are a number of fault robustness implementations, the
ARM® Cortex™-M3 processor is the first in the market to enable an optional observation
port to interface to Yogitech's faultRobust-CPU (fRCPU). This presentation examines the
features and benefits of this approach, highlights examples in markets such as the medical
and consumer segments, and shows how, after performing a failure-mode and effect
analysis (FMEA), the Cortex-M3 processor and Yogitech's fRCPU have been certified to
Safety Integrity Level 3 (SIL3) of the IEC61508 norm.

1.0 Introduction

As a processor design company ARM has been involved in the embedded microcontroller
market for many years. This involvement was initially through implementations which used
the ARM7TDMIT® processor as the basis for the microcontroller and more recently using the
ARM Cortex-M3 processor, designed to address next generation microcontroller
requirements. In this time, the perception of safety systems has moved far beyond that of a
convenient optional extra to becoming a mandated requirement. Research suggests that at
least 88% of car buyers believe safety features should be provided as standard fit [1].
Through silicon partners such as Texas Instruments, ARM is now implemented in around
two-thirds of today’s electronic braking systems. This provides ARM with useful insight into
the future requirements of future safety systems. In addition to regulatory requirements,
continued adoption of deep submicron technologies results in a new population of faults and
failure modes, making such safety functions critical in terms of their integrity.[2]



2.0 Evolving Standards

IEC 61508 is a generic standard to define the "Functional safety of electrical, electronic,
programmable electronic safety related systems” [3]. As a safety norm IEC61508 has given
rise to the emergence of specific standards in various application domains, such as process
machinery, train control, medical equipment control [4]. It has also led to the development
(ongoing) intended to cover safety in the automobile: ISO WD 26262.

Figure 1. Safety Standards

Within the IEC 61508 different levels of safety integrity are prescribed to outline what is
expected for a particular platform. The relevant Safety Integrity Levels (SIL) and Safe Failure
Fraction (SFF) are prescribed as follows:

 SIL1: SFF > 60%, fault model mostly oriented to static (permanent) faults

 SIL2: SFF > 90%, fault model includes transients

 SIL3: SFF > 99%, fault model includes transients

These margins effectively prescribe the reliability safety levels expected for a particular
platform. While standards such as ISO 26262 for automobile will prescribe market specific
levels in more detail, it is likely that the growing number of safety critical vehicle features
such as stability control and braking are an example of applications which are expected to
reach the highest level in these guidelines, namely SIL 3 (comparable to ASILD of ISO
26262). Many of the CPU architectures used today in Microcontrollers date back as far as
the 1980’s and while this provides benefits in terms of toolchain maturity, it means that the
core was developed without any knowledge of safety standards such as the IEC61508 norm.
Both the ARM Cortex-M3 and ARM Cortex-R4 processors have been developed with
knowledge of this specification, and targeted for deeply embedded applications such as
automotive. This means that, while they still possess toolchain compatibility with older ARM
designs, their memory and CPU interfaces were designed to improve compatibility with fault
tolerant requirements.

Figure 2: Basic Diagnostic Architecture: Single channel with diagnostics



3.0 Safety Methodologies

The recommended techniques to address this within a microcontroller platform are
prescribed in the following diagram where the diagnostic channel consists of many elements
to check consistency of the logic subsystem:

Figure 3. Recommended Techniques for high Diagnostic Coverage

A common approach to tackle this challenge is to extend traditional architectures to
implement the specific safety functions and to guarantee the required safety integrity level of
the MCU using a ‘black box’ approach. In other words, individual MCU components such as
the CPU are either replicated or continuously tested via their external interfaces

Figure 4: Black Box Technique : Dual Core Lock Step



This concept can be found in several safety systems today and has proven very popular
since the approach is relatively straightforward; the CPU is duplicated so that one CPU can
be used to check the results generated by the CPU used in the logic sub-system. However,
some form of architectural diversity is usually necessary to avoid the potential of a common-
cause fault affecting both CPU’s which cannot be detected by the compare unit. As a result,
the dual-CPU lock-step architecture requires additional measures to reach SIL3. Such
measures are outlined in IEC 61508 and include the use of an external watchdog, diverse
synthesis for the CPU checker and specific layout requirements. In addition, IEC 61508 also
requires a minimum diagnostic coverage for each CPU of at least 60%, therefore software
routines for CPU initialization and periodic diagnostic tests are also needed. [2]

In contrast, a white box approach seeks to understand the operation of the logic subsystem,
through a detailed failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) providing an asymmetric
monitoring approach which inherently avoids many common cause failures. Another aspect
of this approach is that, as systems become more complex, it can scale to multiple core
applications without needing to duplicate the logic of each CPU. One company that has
pioneered significant developments in this White Box approach is Yogitech, with their
faultRobust portfolio. The Yogitech faultRobust portfolio extends from Memory check and on-
chip bus components such as fRMEM and fRBUS through to their fRCPU component,
optimized for a specific CPU [2].

Figure 5: White Box Architecture

4.0 Fault Robust and the ARM Cortex-M3 Fault Observation Interface

The development of Yogitech’s fRCPU IP begins with a detailed FMEA analysis of the target
CPU using their fRFMEA process included in fRMethodology. fRMethodology is approved by
TÜV SÜD, a well known leading international service organization that performs safety
testing and IEC certification. According to the fRMethodology, the CPU is partitioned into
“sensitive zones” covering the logic cones related to all CPU registers. For these sensitive
zones, the main effect of a fault is then evaluated at an observation point. Failure modes are
defined for permanent, transient and IEC defined faults. Each failure mode is then weighed
with statistics, such as the gate count and connectivity of the input logic cone. Diagnostic
coverage and a safe/dangerous failure fraction associated with each failure mode are then
calculated. The target diagnostic coverage for each sensitive zone is selected to provide an
SFF = 99% in an optimized silicon footprint. As a result, the fRCPU takes up only a fraction
of the original CPU size. From an architectural point of view, fRCPU is composed of sub
units which monitor the CPU and model its behavior on an abstract level. It uses a set of
independent blocks tailored to check and detect deviations of the CPU behavior from this
model [2].
As such, fRCPU is not provided as a replication of the CPU, hence it is architecturally and
functionally diverse, which helps to address the IEC 61508 requirement.



For the fRCPU to deliver the required coverage level with minimum gate count, it is essential
to provide it with the correct visibility of the activities going on inside the CPU. To achieve
this, ARM worked in close collaboration with Yogitech to identify the requirements and
implement the necessary interface. The result of this collaboration was the definition of a
Fault Observation interface known as the faultRobust Diagnostic interface (fRDI), which
totals almost 150 signals and was made public with the release 2 of the Cortex-M3
processor during 2008.

Figure 6: ARM Cortex-M3 faultRobust Diagnostic Interface (fRDI), Block Diagram

The observation interface includes information on the register bank ports, the instruction in
the execute stage of the pipeline and certain debug information.

5.0 Discussion

One challenge of the white box approach compared to dual-core lock step can be
development timescale, since the fRCPU block first needs to be based on a detailed
understanding and FMEA of the CPU core. To address this for the ARM Cortex-M3
processor, the fRCPU_armcm3 block is delivered pre-certified by TÜV SÜD. The certification
procedure provided the following information: the size of the fRCPU on 150nm technology
equated to 0.32mm2, compared to the total size of around 1.6mm2 for the second core, the
compare unit and the additional measures needed for dual core solution, demonstrating that
this technique can successfully be implemented in a smaller footprint than traditional black
box designs. The resulting platform required a memory footprint of less than 2kbytes for the
start-up procedure and run time tests and the resulting SFF/Diagnostic coverage reached
99.2%. The coverage figure was verified using Yogitech’s fRMethodology and confirmed
through fault injection and simulation.

It is clear that traditional dual-core lock step architectures, as a proven solution, will remain
popular for some time to come. However, as an increasing number of cost sensitive
applications require fault tolerance, and the need to provide tolerance in larger, multicore
designs becomes mandatory, the methodology defined by Yogitech can offer several
benefits in terms of gate count, power consumption and common cause failures.

Moreover, as system on chip designs and the safety requirements these architectures
become more stringent it is likely that a combination of techniques will be considered for
future designs. One example of this is the following configuration described in Figure 7 which
is designed to provide ‘fail-functional’ performance by keeping the second channel in a ‘hot
standby mode’



Figure 7: One -out–of- two diagnostic channel with 2nd channel in hot standby

6.0 Conclusion

Microelectronics provides increasingly active control of systems in applications ranging from
process control or healthcare through to vehicle safety and driver assistance. While safety
and reliability standards continue to evolve, the economic reality is that any resulting
platform must meet the appropriate level at the right price. For system on chip designers this
can mean an arduous process of validation and certification as the chip is being developed.
The combination of Yogitech’s fRCPU_armcm3 together with the faultRobust Diagnostic
Interface provided by ARM Cortex-M3 CPU provides designers with a pre-certified starting
point for one of the key elements in the chip design.
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